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Abstract—We initiate a systematic study of constant depth
Boolean circuits built using exact threshold gates. We consider
both unweighted and weighted exact threshold gates and
introduce corresponding circuit classes. We next show that this
gives a hierarchy of classes that seamlessly interleave with the
well-studied corresponding hierarchies defined using ordinary
threshold gates.

A major open problem in Boolean circuit complexity is to
provide an explicit super-polynomial lower bound for depth
two threshold circuits. We identify the class of depth two exact
threshold circuits as a natural subclass of these where also no
explicit lower bounds are known. Many of our results can be
seen as evidence that this class is a strict subclass of depth
two threshold circuits — thus we argue that efforts in proving
lower bounds should be directed towards this class.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Linear threshold functions are Boolean functions defined
by an intersection of a halfspace with the Boolean n-cube.
Their importance have since long been established in many
fields of computer science, cf. [24], [31], [29]. The study of
Boolean circuits built from threshold functions, or gates, was
initiated by Parberry and Schnitger [32]. They considered
the class of constant depth circuits built from unweighted
threshold gates, i.e. majority gates — the class that has since
been named TC0. One may in general consider constant
depth circuits built from weighted threshold functions. From
the work of Chandra, Stockmeyer and Vishkin [9] and
Pippenger [33] it follows that any threshold function can
be computed by polynomial size TC0 circuits. Thus if one
disregards the exact depth of the circuits, one may freely
use weighted threshold gates to define TC0 circuits.

The seminal work of Hajnal et al. [20] provided the
first methods for analyzing the computational limitations of
threshold circuits. Their “ε–discriminator” lemma reduces
the task of proving a size lower bound for computing a
function f with a circuit consisting of a majority vote
of subcircuits C1, . . . , CS to a question about correlation
of any subcircuit with the function f . Using this together
with Lindsey’s lemma [11], [2] they showed that depth two
circuits with MAJ gates must use at least 2(1/2−ε)n gates
to compute the inner product modulo 2 (IP2) function on

2n variables. When weights are allowed in the bottom layer
they show that at least 2(1/3−ε)n gates are required.

Since this work, much research have been directed to-
wards proving strong lower bounds for threshold circuits.
The vast part of this effort can be divided in the following
two categories:

1) Study of subclasses of depth 2 circuits with a weighted
threshold gate at the output.

2) Study of subclasses of depth 3 circuits with an un-
weighted threshold gate at the output.

By results of Goldmann, Håstad and Razborov [15] it is
known that the latter category includes the former, and thus
proving strong lower bounds for depth 3 majority circuits
is the greater challenge. Even more striking, by results of
Yao [38] and Beigel and Tarui [4] this class of circuits can
in quasi–polynomial size simulate all of ACC0, where ACC0

is the class of polynomial size constant depth circuits built
from AND, OR and MODm gates. In fact from these results
it follows one can even simulate the class of MAJ ◦MAJ ◦
ACC0 circuits, meaning circuits with two layers of majority
gates taking ACC0 circuits as input, by depth 3 majority
circuits of quasi–polynomial size.

Most of the lower bounds for subclasses of depth 3
majority circuits employ the use of the ε–discriminator
lemma, reducing the problem to a question about depth
two majority circuits. For several such subclasses have
these questions been answered successfully using probabilis-
tic communication complexity. Håstad and Goldmann [23]
showed that if the fanin of either the bottom or the middle
layer is sufficiently limited then exponential lower bounds
can be proved by multi–party or two–party communication
complexity, respectively.

Not surprisingly, the connection to the class ACC0 have
continued to provide a constant supply of challenges to
current research, e.g. [19], [6], [18], [10]. Nevertheless it
is still the case that no strong lower bounds are known for
most variants of depth three MAJ ◦ ACC0 circuits, leaving
ample opportunities for further research.

We next turn to the smaller category of depth two thresh-
old circuits with a weighted threshold gate at the output.
Bruck [7] gave exponential lower bounds for polynomial
threshold functions, which correspond to THR ◦ MOD2

circuits, a threshold of parity functions. Krause and Pudlak



[26] showed exponential lower bounds for THR ◦ MODm
circuits in general. Goldmann [14] gave exponential lower
bounds for constant depth AND/OR circuits with a threshold
gate at the output, i.e. THR◦AC0 circuits. In a breakthrough
result Forster proved a strong lower bound on the two–party
unbounded error probabilistic communication complexity
[12]. This enabled exponential circuit lower bounds for
THR ◦ MAJ circuits [13] — this subclass include all the
subclasses of THR ◦THR where a lower bound had already
been proved. In fact, it includes all subclasses that have
previously been studied in the literature, thereby leaving
only the question of strong lower bounds for the full class
itself unanswered. In this work we will consider a new
subclass, where no strong lower bounds are known, namely
the class of depth two exact threshold circuits. Where a
linear threshold function is defined by an intersection of
the Boolean n–cube with a halfspace, linear exact threshold
functions are Boolean functions defined by an intersection
of the Boolean n-cube with a hyperplane.

Previously Roychowdhury, Orlitsky, and Siu [35] had
pointed out that no lower bounds are known for depth
two threshold circuits even if it is assumed that the linear
function defining the output gate is always either 0 or 1. One
can think of this special case as a promise circuit class. The
class of depth two exact threshold circuit on the other hand
is a class of circuits defined in the standard way, composed
of Boolean gates — we remark that it also includes the
promise class mentioned by Roychowdhury, Orlitsky, and
Siu. Previous work on circuits with exact threshold functions
is sparse [5], [17], [21], [22], and some only consider
unweighted exact threshold functions.

In order to gain understanding of depth two exact thresh-
old circuits we initiate a systematic study of circuit classes
built using exact threshold functions in general. We consider
two hierarchies of exact threshold circuits. One is formed
by the classes of depth d polynomial size weighted exact
threshold circuits for all constant d, and the other is the
similar hierarchy formed by unweighted circuits. For the
analogous hierarchies given by usual threshold gates it is
known that they can be merged: depth d weighted threshold
circuit of polynomial size can be simulated by depth d+ 1
unweighted threshold circuit of polynomial size [15]. We
prove that the same is true for the case of exact threshold
circuits. Moreover, we show that the resulting hierarchy for
exact threshold circuits seamlessly interleave with the cor-
responding hierarchies defined using threshold gates. More
precisely, we show that the class of depth d unweighted
threshold circuits of polynomials size contains the class of
depth d unweighted exact threshold circuits of polynomial
size and is contained in the class of depth d+1 unweighted
exact threshold circuits of polynomial size. We further prove
that the same is true for weighted circuits. Finally we show
separations between low depth circuits in these hierarchies
and between other relevant low depth classes. It appears

that the smallest class for which we do not know explicit
lower bounds is the class of depth 2 weighted exact threshold
circuits.

Most of our results are obtained using techniques devel-
oped for threshold circuits. In several cases we find that
the perspective from exact threshold functions provide an
illuminating perspective on these.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we define the Boolean functions and circuit classes we
consider as well as provide some basic properties of these.
In Section III we show inclusions between the newly defined
classes and threshold circuit classes. To complement these
results, in Section IV we derive separation between most
of the circuit classes, for which we are able to prove lower
bounds. In Section V we consider one more class and show
its position among other classes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Boolean functions

We consider here a Boolean function f to be a function
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. As is usual we will in fact always have
a family of such functions in mind, one for each input length
n. Our main focus will be threshold style functions, defined
by linear equations and inequalities of Boolean variables. Let
x1, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1} be Boolean variables. Let w1, . . . , wn
and t be real numbers. An exact threshold function is a
Boolean function that decides if a linear equation of the
following form holds:

w1x1 + · · ·+ wnxn = t .

Similarly, a threshold function is a Boolean function that
decides if a linear inequality of the following form holds:

w1x1 + · · ·+ wnxn ≥ t .

More precisely, for w = (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ Rn and t ∈ R
we define the function ETHRw,t by ETHRw,t(x) = 1 if
and only if

∑n
i=1 wixi = t and the function THRw,t by

THRw,t(x) = 1 if and only if
∑n
i=1 wixi ≥ t.

We call w1, . . . , wn the weights and t the threshold. We
say that these weights and threshold are a realization of the
Boolean function they define. Note that exact threshold and
threshold functions have many different realizations. One
may observe that without loss of generality one can assume
the real valued weights and the real valued threshold are
integers. In fact one may assume that the weights are integers
of absolute size at most 2O(n logn) [30], [3].

Proposition 1 (Muroga et al.;Babai et al.).
1) Any threshold function on n variables is real-

ized by integer weights of absolute size at most
(n+ 1)(n+1)/2/2n .

2) Any exact threshold function on n variables is realized
by integer weights of absolute size at most nn/2+1.



We shall single out the special case when all weights are
1 and the threshold is n/2. We define the function EMAJ
by EMAJ(x) = 1 if and only if

∑n
i=1 xi = n/2 and the

function MAJ by MAJ(x) = 1 if and only if
∑n
i=1 xi ≥

n/2.
We shall require other Boolean functions as well. These

include the unary NOT function as well as the usual AND,
OR, and XOR functions of n Boolean variables. We shall
denote the number of inputs to these by a subscript, e.g. by
ANDk we denote the Boolean AND function of k Boolean
variables. In addition to these we also consider arbitrary
symmetric Boolean functions, i.e. Boolean functions whose
value only depend on the number of inputs that are 1.

It will be useful to have a notation for the different classes
of functions we consider. Let ETHR and THR denote the
class of ETHRw,t and THRw,t functions for all w and t.
Let EMAJ, MAJ, AND, OR and XOR denote the class of
all EMAJ, MAJ, AND, OR and XOR functions. Let SYM
denote the class of all symmetric Boolean functions.

We will also use types of promise gate. We denote by
LIN a linear combination of inputs, with coefficients of
polynomially large absolute value, satisfying the promise
that the linear combination is always either 0 or 1. A special
case of this is a disjoint OR, by which we mean a disjunction
satisfying that at most one of the inputs are satisfied at the
same time.

All the functions defined so far will be used as primitives
in defining circuit classes. For separating different classes of
circuit we will consider several other functions as well. We
shall recall the definition of some of these below – others
will be defined as needed. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1}n. The greater
than function GT is defined by GT(x, y) = 1 if and only if
x ≥ y, where the comparison is between x and y considered
as binary representation of integers. That is, GT(x, y) = 1 if
and only if

∑n
i=1(xi−yi)2i−1 ≥ 0, which shows that GT is

a threshold function. The (sequence) equality function EQ is
defined by EQ(x, y) = 1 if and only if for all i, xi = yi. We
thus have EQ(x, y) = 1 if and only if

∑n
i=1(xi−yi)2i−1 =

0, which shows that EQ is an exact threshold function. The
disjointness function DISJ is defined by DISJ(x, y) = 1
if and only if for all i, (xi = 0 ∨ yi = 0). That is, if
we consider x and y as characteristic vectors of subsets of
{1, . . . , n} then DISJ(x, y) = 1 if and only if x ∩ y = ∅.
We shall denote the negations of GT, EQ and DISJ as GT,
EQ and DISJ, respectively.

B. Circuit classes

We consider unbounded fanin Boolean circuits built from
the families of Boolean functions we defined. We shall
assume familiarity with the basic notions of circuits. Inputs
to the circuits are allowed to be Boolean variables and their
negations as well as the Boolean constants 0 and 1. As with
Boolean functions we will in fact always have a family of
Boolean circuits in mind, one for every number of inputs.

By the size of a circuit we shall refer to the number of wires
rather than number of gates. The depth of a circuit is the
length of the longest path from an input of the circuit to the
output gate of the circuit.

We shall now define the main classes we consider. Let i ≥
1. Then ELTi is the class of depth i polynomial size circuits
built using ETHR gates. Similarly, LTi is the class of depth
i polynomial size circuits built using THR gates. We also
define “small-weights” versions of these. Define ÊLTi and
L̂Ti to be the subclasses of ELTi and LTi where the weights
of all gates are restricted to be integers of polynomially large
absolute value.

We define TC0 to be the class of circuits computed by
constant depth polynomial size circuits built entirely using
MAJ gates. We refine this to classes of specific depths, by
letting TC0

i denote the subclass of depth i, for i ≥ 1. Thus
TC0 = ∪∞i=1TC

0
i . Observing that weights of polynomial size

may be simulated by duplication of wires to an unweighted
gate and negative weights may be simulated by an additional
negation (which can afterwards be moved down to the input
level) we have the following simple fact:

Proposition 2. For all i ≥ 1 we have, L̂Ti = TC0
i .

For classes of circuits C1 and C2 let C1 ◦ C2 denote the
class of polynomial size circuits that consists of a circuit
from C1 that is fed as inputs the outputs of circuits from C2.
With this definition we have the following fact similar to
Proposition 2. We note however that the proof of the second
statement of part 2 is not as simple, since handling negations
requires to change the structure of the circuit. This can be
done using the methods of Theorem 7.

Proposition 3. For any i ≥ 1 we have

1) a) LTi =

i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
THR ◦ · · · ◦ THR.

b) L̂Ti =

i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
MAJ ◦ · · · ◦MAJ.

2) a) ELTi =

i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
ETHR ◦ · · · ◦ ETHR.

b) ÊLTi =

i times︷ ︸︸ ︷
EMAJ ◦ · · · ◦ EMAJ.

We define AC0 to be the class of circuits computed by
constant depth polynomial size circuits built from AND and
OR gates. We remark that by De Morgan’s laws, AC0 could
also be defined as circuits built entirely from AND and NOT
gates, or entirely from OR and NOT gates.

C. Basic Properties

As previously mentioned, from the work of Chandra,
Stockmeyer and Vishkin [9] and Pippenger [33] it follows
that any threshold function can be computed by TC0 circuits,
and as a consequence we also have TC0 = ∪∞i=1LTi. Sui
and Bruck first considered the question of a depth efficient
simulation and proved that any threshold function can be



computed by L̂T3 circuits [37]. Goldmann, Håstad and
Razborov proved that only L̂T2 circuits are required [15].
In fact they obtained the following stronger statement:

Theorem 4 (Goldmann, Håstad and Razborov).
For all i ≥ 1 we have MAJ ◦ LTi = MAJ ◦ L̂Ti. In

particular MAJ ◦ THR = MAJ ◦MAJ.

These simulation results have since been simplified a number
of times [16], [25], [1]. Next we show a simple connection
between ETHR gates and THR gates.

Proposition 5.
1) ETHR ⊆ THR ◦ AND2.
2) EMAJ ⊆ MAJ ◦ AND2.

Proof: Suppose that an exact threshold function is given
by L(x) = 0, where

L(x) = w1x1 + · · ·+ wnxn − t .
Then we have L(x) = 0 if and only if (L(x))2 ≤ 0. For
each degree 2 term in the polynomial (L(x))2 we have an
AND gate of the variables. We feed the outputs of these
as well as variables corresponding to terms of degree 1 to a
threshold gate using as weights the coefficients of the terms.
If the coefficients of L(x) are polynomially bounded then the
coefficients of (L(x))2 are polynomially bounded as well.

Proposition 6. Classes with exact threshold gates satisfy the
following closure under AND properties:

1) ANDk ◦ EMAJ = EMAJ, for any positive integer k.
2) AND ◦ ETHR = ETHR.
3) AND ◦ EMAJ ⊆ EMAJ ◦ AND2.

Proof: For the first two statements, we consider the
AND of k exact threshold gates. Suppose that the jth
exact threshold function corresponds to the linear equation
Lj(x) = 0. Let B be the smallest integer such that
|Lj(x)| ≤ B for all x ∈ {0, 1}n and for all j. We then
have for all x ∈ {0, 1}n, that

∑k
j=1B

jLj(x) = 0 if and
only if Lj(x) = 0 for all j. It is easy to see that the weights
of this new exact threshold function are bounded by Bk+1.
In case B is polynomially bounded and k is constant this is
polynomially bounded as well.

Finally for the last statement, suppose that k exact major-
ity functions are given by linear functions L1, . . . , Lk. We
then have that Lj(x) = 0 holds for all j if and only if it
holds that

∑k
j=1(Lj(x))

2 = 0. We may evaluate this by an
EMAJ ◦ AND2 circuit as in Proposition 5.

III. CIRCUIT CLASS INCLUSIONS

Theorem 7. Any SYM gate is a disjoint OR of EMAJ gates.
Any THR gate is a disjoint OR of ETHR gates. Thus we
have

1) LIN ◦MAJ = LIN ◦ SYM = LIN ◦ EMAJ.

2) LIN ◦ THR = LIN ◦ ETHR.

Proof: 1. Hajnal et al. essentially proved LIN ◦MAJ =
LIN ◦ SYM [20]. It remains to prove that any symmetric
function f on n variables is a disjoint OR of EMAJ gates.
The function f is given by a set S ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , n}, where
f(x) = 1 if and only if

∑n
i=1 xi ∈ S. We can thus write this

as a disjoint OR of the EMAJ gates given by
∑n
i=1 xi = t

for all t ∈ S.
2. The inclusion ETHR ⊆ LIN ◦ THR is simple since∑n
i=1 wixi = t is the difference of (

∑n
i=1 wixi ≥ t) and

(
∑n
i=1 wixi ≥ t+ ε), where ε > 0 is sufficiently small. We

next show that any THR gate is a disjoint OR of ETHR
gates. The proof uses insight from [25], [1]. Suppose we
have threshold gate

∑n
i=1 wixi+w0 ≥ 0, defined by F (x) =∑n

i=1 wixi + w0. Let L be the minimal integer such that
|wi| < 2L for all i. By the first part of Proposition 1 we
may assume that L = O(n log n). Let us make the following
definitions (almost as in [1]) for all l ≤ L:

w
(l)
i = bwi/2lc

F (l)(x) =

n∑

i=1

w
(l)
i xi + w

(l)
0

E(l)(x) = F (l−1)(x)− 2F (l)(x)

Note that F (l)(x) ≤ F (l−1)(x) and moreover E(l)(x) ≥ 0.
Also note that E(l)(x) ≤ n+ 1. Let

Emax = max
l

max
x∈{0,1}n

E(l)(x).

Now we claim that F (x) ≥ 0 if and only if

L∨

l=0

(
F (l)(x) ∈ [0, Emax] ∧

F (l−1)(x) ∈ [Emax + 1, 3Emax]
)

(1)

and moreover that the OR gate in the formula above is
disjoint. For l = 0 we mean that the right part of the
conjunction in (1) is true. The proof of the equivalence
follows from the claim below.
Claim 1.

1) If F (l−1)(x) > 3Emax then F (l)(x) > Emax.
2) If F (l−1)(x) > Emax then F (l)(x) > 0.
3) If F (x) < 0 then F (l)(x) < 0 for all l.
4) F (L)(x) ≤ 0

The first part of the claim follows from the following
calculation:

F (l)(x) =
F (l−1)(x)− E(l−1)(x)

2
>

3Emax − Emax
2

= Emax .

The proof of the second part of the claim is completely
analogous. The third part follows from the facts that F (x) ≡



F (0)(x) and F (l)(x) ≤ F (l−1)(x). The last part of the
claim is obvious from the definition of w(L)

i . Now we are
in position to complete the proof. It is obvious how to
write F (l)(x) ∈ [a, b] as a disjoint OR of ETHR gates.
Furthermore, a conjunction of such two distributes to a
disjoint OR of ETHR gates, using Proposition 6. Combining
everything yields a disjoint OR of ETHR gates as well.

Corollary 8. Let C denote one of the classes LIN, MAJ,
THR, EMAJ, ETHR. Then for all i ≥ 1 we have C ◦ L̂Ti =
C ◦ ÊLTi and C ◦ LTi = C ◦ ELTi.

Proof: To prove this corollary we apply Theorem 7
successively to all layers of the circuit using the fact that
a LIN-gate is ”contained” in MAJ, THR, EMAJ, ETHR
gates.

The above proof of the second part of Theorem 7 used
insight from the proof due to Hofmeister of the result that
THR ⊆ MAJ ◦ MAJ [25]. His proof was logically in two
parts, yet no clear statement resulted from the first part.
We believe that the viewpoint of exact threshold functions
leads to a conceptually even simpler proof of this important
result, even though additional arguments were needed above.
Nothing is lost from doing this, however — we may now
carry out that the second part of his proof in a simpler way.
We sketch how to do this below.

Sketch of proof: By Theorem 7 any THR function
is a disjoint OR of polynomially many ETHR gates. We
will now use the technique of “Chinese remaindering” as
in the proof of Theorem 10, but with more distinct primes.
We will ensure that in case the ETHR gate is not 1, the
corresponding equation will only hold modulo a polynomi-
ally small fraction of the primes. Suppose that we have m
ETHR gates, k primes and ensure that either an equation
holds modulo all k primes or for at most h primes. We now
sum all outputs of the corresponding EMAJ gates. In case
the THR gate is 1, the number of EMAJ gates that evaluate
to 1 is between k and k + hm. In case the THR gate is 0,
the number of EMAJ gates that evaluate to 1 is at most
hm. Thus as long as we choose the parameters such that
hm < k we may distinguish this by a MAJ gate.

We can reformulate the result of Theorem 7 in the follow-
ing interesting statement: Any intersection of the Boolean
cube with a halfspace can be partitioned into polynomially
many disjoint sets such that each set is the intersection of
the Boolean cube with a hyperplane.

As shown, in the case of polynomially bounded weights
one can choose these sets such that they correspond to
parallel hyperplanes. One may wonder if this is true in
general. We show that for the GT function exponentially
many such hyperplanes are required.

Proposition 9. Suppose that w1, . . . , wn and w′1, . . . , w
′
n

are weights and t1, . . . , tk are a set of thresholds such
that GT(x, y) = 1 if and only if there exists j such that

∑n
i=1 wixi + w′iyi = tj . Then k must be at least 2n.

Proof: First observe that all sums of the form∑n
i=1 w

′
iyi must be distinct. Now fix xi = 1 for all i.

Then it is the case that GT(x, y) = 1 for all y. Suppose
for contradiction that y and y′ are distinct but GT(x, y)
and GT(x, y′) are certified by the same tj . Then we have∑n
i=1 w

′
iyi =

∑n
i=1 w

′
iy
′
i. Assume GT(y, y′) = 1, say. Then

we have GT(y′, y′) = 1 and GT(y′, y) = 0. From the first
we have there exists tl such that

∑n
i=1 wiy

′
i + w′iy

′
i = tl,

but then we also have
∑n
i=1 wiy

′
i +w′iyi = tl which would

mean GT(y′, y) = 1.

Theorem 10. Any function computed by an exact threshold
gate is computed by a depth 2 small weight exact threshold
circuit, that is, ETHR ⊆ EMAJ ◦ EMAJ.

Proof: First we prove that ETHR ⊆ AND ◦ SYM.
For this we will use the standard technique of “Chinese
remaindering”. Consider an exact threshold function given
by w1x1 + · · · + wnxn = t. Define the function E by
E(x) =

∑n
i=1 wixi − t. Let W be an integer such that

|E(x)| < W for all x ∈ {0, 1}n. By Proposition 1 we
may choose W = 2O(n logn). Let p1, . . . , pk be the k
smallest primes such that p1 · · · pk ≥ W . We then have
pk = O(n log n), by the prime number theorem. In order
to compute whether E(x) = 0, by the Chinese remainder
theorem we may instead check whether E(x) ≡ 0 (mod pj)
for all j. Now consider a fixed j. Let Ej be the function
obtained from E by reducing all coefficients pj , that is define
the function Ej by Ej(x) =

∑n
i=1(wi mod pj)xi + (−t

mod pj). Now we have E(x) ≡ 0 (mod pj) if and only
if Ej(x) ∈ {0, pj , . . . , npj}. The latter may be checked by
a single SYM gate that takes (wi mod pj) copies of xi
as input for all i. Taking the AND function of all these
gives an AND ◦ SYM circuit computing the given exact
threshold function. Now we can derive the stated result.
Using Theorem 7 we have AND ◦ SYM ⊆ EMAJ ◦ SYM =
EMAJ ◦ EMAJ.

We are now in position to show that the exact threshold
classes form a hierarchy interleaving with the hierarchy of
threshold classes, see Figure 2 and Figure 1.

Theorem 11. For all i ≥ 1 we have

1) ÊLTi ⊆ ELTi ⊆ ÊLTi+1. (This is an analog of
Theorem 4 for exact-threshold circuits)

2) L̂Ti ⊆ ÊLTi+1 ⊆ L̂Ti+1.
3) LTi ⊆ ELTi+1 ⊆ LTi+1.

Proof:

1) The inclusion ÊLTi ⊆ ELTi is obvious. Note that the
inclusion ELTi ⊆ ÊLTi+1 was proved in Theorem 10



ÊLTd

ELTd

ÊLTd+1

ELTd+1

LTd−1

L̂Td

LTd

L̂Td+1

Figure 1. Upper levels of the hierarchy.

ÊLT1

ELT1

ÊLT2

ELT2

L̂T1

LT1

L̂T2

LT2

Figure 2. First two levels of the hierarchy.

for the case i = 1. For i > 1 we have

ELTi ⊆ EMAJ ◦ EMAJ ◦ ELTi−1 ⊆
EMAJ ◦MAJ ◦ LTi−1 ⊆
EMAJ ◦MAJ ◦ L̂Ti−1 ⊆
EMAJ ◦ EMAJ ◦ ÊLTi−1 = ÊLTi+1.

We apply here Theorem 10, Theorem 7, Theorem 4
and Corollary 8.

2) First, we have L̂Ti ⊆ EMAJ ◦ L̂Ti = ÊLTi+1. For
the proof of the second inclusion we apply Proposi-
tions 5, 6 and Corollary 8:

ÊLTi+1 = EMAJ ◦ ÊLTi ⊆
MAJ ◦ AND2 ◦ EMAJ ◦ ÊLTi−1 =

MAJ ◦ EMAJ ◦ ÊLTi−1 =

MAJ ◦ ÊLTi = L̂Ti+1.

EMAJ

ETHR

EMAJ ◦ EMAJ

MAJ

THR

ETHR ◦ EMAJ EMAJ ◦ ETHR

ETHR ◦ EMAJ ∧
EMAJ ◦ ETHR MAJ ◦MAJ

ETHR ◦ ETHR THR ◦MAJ

THR ◦ THR

ÊLT3

L̂T3

Figure 3. The entire low–level hierarchy. For classes below the top–most
dashed line strong size lower bounds are known. For classes below the
bottom–most dashed line separations are known to all other classes.

3) The proof of these inclusions is analogous to the
previous part of the theorem.

From now on we shall consider only circuits of low depth
and study relations between them. The classes we choose
to consider can be found in Figure 3. We denote the class
(ETHR◦EMAJ)∧(EMAJ◦ETHR) by AETM in the text and
we will consider it separately in Section V. All inclusions on
the Figure 3 not concerning AETM are either already proved
or are obvious. Now we are going to prove separations
between most of these classes.

IV. CIRCUIT CLASS SEPARATIONS

A. Known and simple separations

We start from the bottom of the Figure 3. It is easy to
see that the function MAJ2 is not in ETHR (it should be
one on inputs (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) but they are not on the
same hyperplane). On the other hand note that the function
EQ2 is the negation of XOR2. And it is known that this
function is not in THR (see [28]). These two functions
separate EMAJ, ETHR, MAJ, THR from all other classes.
A function separating THR ◦ MAJ from MAJ ◦ MAJ was
constructed in [15]. In Section IV-D we shall explain that



their proof in fact gives us much more. We do not know
whether the class THR ◦ THR differs from THR ◦MAJ.

B. Rank based lower bounds

Krause and Waack developed a rank based technique for
proving lower bounds for MODm ◦ SYM and MAJ ◦ SYM
circuits [27], the variation rank method. We will adapt this
method to prove lower bounds for ETHR ◦ SYM circuits.
We consider functions and circuits of two sets of Boolean
inputs x and y, x, y ∈ {0, 1}n. To such a Boolean function
f we associate an 2n× 2n matrix Mf , the “communication
matrix”, by letting entry (x, y) be f(x, y). We say that two
2n×2n matrices A and B are equality–equivalent, if for all
x and y it holds that Axy = 0 if and only if Bxy = 0. We
define the equality rank1 of A to be the minimum rank of
any real–valued matrix B that is equality–equivalent to A.

Proposition 12 (Krause and Waack). Suppose a Boolean
function f in variables x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn is com-
puted by a circuit of size S consisting of a single SYM gate.
Then the matrix Mf either has at most S/2 + 1 distinct
nonzero rows or at most S/2 + 1 distinct nonzero columns.
Hence the rank of Mf is at most S/2 + 1.

Proposition 13. Suppose a Boolean function f in variables
x1, . . . , xn and y1, . . . , yn is computed by a ETHR ◦ SYM
circuit C of size S. Then the equality rank of the communi-
cation matrix of the negation of f , M¬f , is less than S.

Proof: Let C1, . . . , Ck be the subcircuits of C that
consists of single SYM gates, and assume that C1 is of size
Si. Thus S = k +

∑k
i=1 Si. Let w1, . . . , wk be the weights

of the output gate and t the threshold. We then have that
f(x, y) = 1 if and only if

∑k
i=1 wiCi(x, y) = t. Thus the

following matrix is is equality–equivalent to M¬f :
(

k∑

i=1

wiMCi(x,y)

)
− tJ .

Here J is the 2n × 2n matrix with all entries being 1. We
can thus conclude:

rank

((
k∑

i=1

wiMCi(x,y)

)
− tJ

)
≤

1+

k∑

i=1

rank(MCi(x,y)) ≤

1+

k∑

i=1

(Si/2 + 1) =

1+ (k + S) /2 < S .

1This notion is also known as minimal structural rank in the control
theory literature. We prefer the term equality rank here as an analogous
notion to sign rank.

Proposition 14. The equality–rank of each of MEQn
, MGTn

and MDISJn
is 2n. The equality rank of MGTn

is 2n − 1.

Proof: First we observe that the first three matrices are
triangular 2n × 2n matrices where all entries on the main
diagonal are 1, and the fourth matrix contains such a matrix
of dimension 2n−1×2n−1. In the case of MEQn

we simply
have the identity matrix and in case of MGTn we have a
lower triangular matrix where all entries on and below the
main diagonal are 1. For MGTn

, by deleting the first row and
first column we obtain a triangular matrix where all entries
on an above the main diagonal are 1. Finally for MDISJn

we
may see this considering the following recursive expansion
of MDISJn :

MDISJ1 =

[
1 1
1 0

]
, MDISJn+1 =




MDISJn
MDISJn

MDISJn
0




.

Now let M be such a triangular m × m matrix where all
entries on the main diagonal are 1. If A is an equality–
equivalent matrix to M then A would also be a triangular
matrix where all entries on the main diagonal are nonzero.
This implies the rank of A must be m.

Theorem 15. Any ETHR◦SYM circuit computing either of
the EQ, GT, GT or DISJ functions on 2n variables must
be of size at least 2n.

Corollary 16. THR * ETHR ◦ EMAJ, EMAJ ◦ ETHR *
ETHR ◦ EMAJ, MAJ ◦MAJ * ETHR ◦ EMAJ, THR *
EMAJ ◦ EMAJ, EMAJ ◦ ETHR * EMAJ ◦ EMAJ.

Proof: The first separation holds because GT ∈ THR
and GT /∈ ETHR ◦ EMAJ. The other separations holds
because THR ⊆ EMAJ ◦ ETHR ⊆ MAJ ◦ MAJ and
EMAJ ◦ EMAJ ⊆ ETHR ◦ EMAJ.

C. Closedness argument

Theorem 17. The following separations holds:
1) THR ◦MAJ 6= ETHR ◦ ETHR.
2) MAJ ◦MAJ 6= ETHR ◦ ETHR.
3) THR ◦MAJ 6= ÊLT3.

Proof: In this proof we will use the recent results that
AC0 /∈ MAJ ◦ MAJ ([8], [36]) and AC0 /∈ THR ◦ MAJ
([34]). Our result follows immediately from the next two
propositions.

Proposition 18. The classes ETHR◦ETHR, ETHR◦EMAJ,
EMAJ◦ETHR, and EMAJ◦EMAJ are closed under conjunc-
tion. That is, if C denotes either of these classes of circuits
we have AND ◦ C = C.



Proof: We show it, say, for C = EMAJ ◦ ETHR. For
the other classes the proof is similar. We have the following
sequence of inclusions:

AND ◦ EMAJ ◦ ETHR ⊆
EMAJ ◦ AND2 ◦ ETHR ⊆
EMAJ ◦ ETHR.

Here the first inclusion follows by the third part of Proposi-
tion 6 and the second inclusion follows by the second part
of the same proposition.

Proposition 19. The classes MAJ◦MAJ and THR◦MAJ are
not closed under conjunction, that is AND ◦MAJ ◦MAJ 6=
MAJ ◦MAJ and AND ◦ THR ◦MAJ 6= THR ◦MAJ.

Proof: We know that these classes do not contain AC0.
We also know that they are closed under negation (We even
have NOT◦MAJ = MAJ and NOT◦THR = THR). Assume
now for contradiction that these classes are closed under
conjunction. Since AC0 can be generated by AND and NOT
it would then follow the classes contained AC0.

It is easy to see that by the same argument we can prove
that EMAJ ◦ ETHR 6= MAJ ◦ MAJ. Since we know also
that EMAJ ◦ ETHR ⊆ MAJ ◦ MAJ, it then follows that
MAJ ◦ MAJ * EMAJ ◦ ETHR. But we actually can push
this this argument further and get a simple concrete function
separating the classes in this case.

Theorem 20. We have DISJ ∈ MAJ ◦ MAJ, but DISJ /∈
EMAJ ◦ ETHR.

Proof: It is obvious from the definition of DISJ that
DISJ(x, y) =

∨n
i=1(xi ∧ yi). Since OR,AND ∈ MAJ we

have DISJ ∈ MAJ ◦ MAJ. Razborov and Sherstov [34]
proved that the function

∧n
j=1

∨n
i=1(xji ∧ yji) is not in

THR◦MAJ and hence is not in EMAJ◦ETHR. By closedness
of EMAJ◦ETHR under AND (Proposition 18) we then have
that the function

∨n
i=1(xi∧yi) is also not in EMAJ◦ETHR

and it is exactly the DISJ function.

D. Separation from MAJ ◦MAJ

In this subsection we assume that Boolean variables range
over {−1, 1}. That is, a Boolean function f is a function
f : {−1, 1}n → {−1, 1}. It is easy to see that the same
definitions of threshold and exact-threshold gates give us
the same classes of Boolean circuits, so it does not matter
in our consideration which values we associate to Boolean
variables.

Definition 21. Let

Pn(x, y) =

n−1∑

i=0

2n−1∑

j=0

2iyj(xi,2j + xi,2j+1)

and let epn(x, y) = −1 if and only if Pn(x, y) = −2.

The next proposition was essentially proved by Gold-
mann, Håstad and Razborov [15].

EMAJ ◦ EMAJ

ETHR ◦ EMAJ EMAJ ◦ ETHR

ETHR ◦ ETHR

Figure 4. Depth two exact threshold classes: All classes are distinct.

Proposition 22. epn(x, y) /∈ MAJ ◦MAJ

Proof: In [15] it is proved that the function pn(x, y) =
sign(2Pn(x, y) + 1) is not in MAJ ◦MAJ. But in the main
part of the proof the authors restrict themselves to the inputs
(x, y) such that |Pn(x, y)| = 2. On these inputs the function
pn(x, y) is equivalent to epn(x, y). Thus it follows that also
epn(x, y) /∈ MAJ ◦MAJ.

On the other hand it is easy to see that epn(x, y) is in
ETHR ◦ XOR2 and thus it is in ETHR ◦ EMAJ (since this
class is equal to ETHR ◦ SYM). By this observation and by
the inclusions proved above we have the following corollary:

Corollary 23. We have ETHR ◦ EMAJ * MAJ ◦ MAJ,
ETHR◦EMAJ * EMAJ◦ETHR, ETHR◦EMAJ * EMAJ◦
EMAJ, ETHR ◦ ETHR * MAJ ◦ MAJ, ETHR ◦ ETHR *
EMAJ ◦ ETHR, EMAJ ◦ EMAJ ◦ EMAJ * MAJ ◦MAJ.

We thus see that for depth two circuits we actually have
a richer hierarchy (cf. Figure 4) for exact threshold circuits
than for threshold circuits, since in the case of threshold
circuits we have MAJ ◦ THR = MAJ ◦ MAJ as given by
Theorem 4.

V. THE CLASS AETM

Since we do not know an explicit lower bound for ETHR◦
ETHR, but we do know lower bounds for all its subclasses,
it is natural to try to construct a new subclass containing all
other subclasses discussed above. For this purpose we give
the following definition:

Definition 24. AETM = (ETHR◦EMAJ)∧(EMAJ◦ETHR).
It might seem more natural to consider a conjunction

of not just two classes of the sort ETHR ◦ EMAJ or
EMAJ ◦ ETHR, but of an arbitrary number of them. But
from Proposition 18 it is easy to see that such a definition
is equivalent to the above. The same proposition also shows
that that the class AETM is closed under conjunction.

The next theorem positions the class AETM in our exist-
ing hierarchy.

Theorem 25. The following inclusions holds:

1) a) ETHR ◦ EMAJ ⊆ AETM
b) EMAJ ◦ ETHR ⊆ AETM;

2) a) AETM ⊆ ETHR ◦ ETHR
b) AETM ⊆ THR ◦MAJ.



Proof: The first part of the theorem is obvious. For the
first inclusion of the second part we have

(ETHR ◦ EMAJ) ∧ (EMAJ ◦ ETHR) ⊆
(ETHR ◦ ETHR) ∧ (ETHR ◦ ETHR) ⊆
ETHR ◦ ETHR .

To prove the last inclusion of the theorem note that

ETHR ∧ THR ⊆ THR ◦ AND2 .

Indeed, let the ETHR gate correspond to the equation
L1(x) = 0 and the THR gate correspond to the inequality
L2(x) ≥ 0. Let C be a constant such that for all x we
have |L2(x)| < C. Then the conjunction of L1(x) = 0 and
L2(x) ≥ 0 is equivalent to (−CL2

1(x) + L2(x) ≥ 0).
Now we have

(ETHR ◦ EMAJ) ∧ (EMAJ ◦ ETHR) ⊆
(ETHR ◦ EMAJ) ∧ (MAJ ◦ THR) =
(ETHR ◦ EMAJ) ∧ (MAJ ◦MAJ) =

(ETHR ◦ EMAJ) ∧ (MAJ ◦ EMAJ) ⊆
THR ◦ AND2 ◦ EMAJ =

THR ◦ EMAJ = THR ◦MAJ.

It is easy to separate AETM from ETHR ◦ EMAJ and
EMAJ ◦ ETHR since we know functions that separates
ETHR ◦ EMAJ and EMAJ ◦ ETHR from each other.

By the argument analogous to the Theorem 20 we can
prove that DISJ /∈ AETM. Thus we have that THR◦MAJ *
AETM and MAJ◦MAJ * AETM. We do not know whether
AETM is different from ETHR ◦ ETHR, however.

VI. CONCLUSION.

The major open problem arising from our paper is to
prove a strong lower bound for ETHR◦ETHR circuits. This
question seems to be easier than the analogous question for
THR◦THR — we conjecture that ETHR◦ETHR is a proper
subclass of THR ◦ THR, in the same way that the classes
EMAJ◦EMAJ, EMAJ◦ETHR and ETHR◦EMAJ are proper
subclasses of the corresponding classes defined by threshold
gates instead, MAJ ◦MAJ, MAJ ◦ THR and THR ◦MAJ.

We know lower bounds for subclasses of ETHR ◦ETHR.
However we do not know whether the largest of those,
AETM and ETHR ◦ ETHR, are different. We believe that
proving such a separation could give fruitful insight into
ETHR ◦ ETHR circuits.

A similar question that could give fruitful insight into
THR ◦THR circuits would be to separate THR ◦THR from
THR ◦MAJ.
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